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In what follows I shall try to discuss the place of Qin within the Zhou civilization in light of newly available epigraphic materials. I shall first 4. Hereafter all dates are Before Common Era unless indicated otherwise.
5. The term "Chinese" is certainly anachronistic with regard to pre-imperial "China"
and is used here only as a scholarly convention to designate the Zhou )S| cultural realm, the educated elite of which usually referred to themselves as the Xia H. Academia Sinica, 4 (1997) , 479-536. Note that below purity is identified as one of the important features of the deity to whom the pledge is addressed.
13. Although the characters are generally legible, this sentence is one of the most de bated in the entire inscription. First, both Li Ling and Li Xueqin read shi ± (Gentleman) as tu i (earth, local). Second, Li Xueqin reads shi jj ("Mister, lineage name") as min J § ("people"), while Wang Hui considers it as a substitute for shi jH ("thus; therefore"). Li
Xueqin, Wang Hui and Li Jiahao are evidently misled by the reference to the punitive law in a Qin inscription, which immediately suggests in their eyes a reference to one of the so-called Legalists (fajia OiM)-Therefore, Li Xueqin suggests: ^^3 3Z ( W ) i £4 ' .feJPJiSJs; '
("There is a person from a local family in the east, who models the people by the punitive law; his name is Canon").
Wang Hui suggests: Hi 17. The sentence is problematic due to the highly contested group of characters that follow the character ci J § ("confer, grant, bestow"). Li Jiahao, Lian Shaoming and Wang
Hui suggest that the first two characters of the group are bayue/XB ("eighth month"), which is then followed by a date (Lian Shaoming reads it asjisi £ E, while Wang Hui suggests jiyou E j §). But this reading makes the text partly meaningless: it is unclear why the date should interrupt a sentence in which the donor hopes that the Mountain will cure his illness. Li Xueqin, whose transliteration I follow here, leaves a lacuna after ci, reading the next character not as ji 5, but as yi B ("to stop").
18. The sentence is unclear. Li Jiahao suggests that "a family" (jia W~) refers here and below in the text to a sacrificial unit submitted by the commoners, but this expla nation is problematic. Two sentences which end with identical "preceding them with one jade disk" clearly enumerate different sacrificial items submitted by the author of the prayer, and it is unlikely that some mysterious "three persons" would suddenly become a subject of the sentence. Wang Hui asserts that the sacrificial item of one jia consisted of three human figurines. Being politically independent for centuries, Qin rulers remained ritually inferior to the Zhou kings well into the end of the Zhanguo period.
Analyzing the inscriptions from a religious angle further suggests the importance of their pro-Zhou sentiments. While it is impossible to ascertain whether or not these statements reflected the king's true feelings regarding the demise of the Zhou, it is clear, nonetheless, that a certain degree of sincerity was required to appease the deity of the mountain 36. See, e.g., Liishi chunqiu, 979-80 ("Hui guo" fgji § 16.4); 1013 ("Qu you" 167); 1212 ("Ying yan" USU" 18.7); 1491-92 ("Wu yi" Mil 22.2). is identified as referring to the "barbarian" (manyi #^|) polities. This explanation, which is based on Ban Gu's Iff HI (32-92 c.e.) entry in the Han shu MS, allows interpreting the phrase "leaving Xia" as "leaving
Qin." Second, for the pejoratively-sounding "Xia child" (Xia zi W~F) in slip 178, it is argued that the child's Xia identity was defined not due to his "vassal state father," but due to a "Qin mother"-the mother's Qin meaning of "Xia" here is not unequivocal. While many readers would automatically consider it identical to the "Huaxia" Ijl JE ("Chinese"), Yang Bojun convincingly argues in his gloss that the term refers to the geographic location of Qin in the Western lands.
Alternatively the term "Xia" may stand in this context as a loan character for its cog nate, ya ft (meaning "standard, elegant"; see Kern, Stele Inscriptions, I05ni04). Finally, and most importantly for the present discussion, the entire story of Ji Zha's visit to the Central States and his semi-prophetic discussion of the future of different states based on their music is doubtless of much later origin than the bulk of the Zuo zhuan; indeed Ji Zha's prophecy of Qin's "utmost greatness" strongly suggests the post-unification (i.e., post-221) origin of his speech. See the detailed discussion by Zhao Zhiyang MfHj Pif, "Zuo zhuan Ji Zha guan yue youguan wenti de taolun" llWatai, Zhonghua wenhuafuxingyuekan T 'J 18.3 (1985) , 9-20. Thus, the cited passage is irrelevant to the present discussion. 
